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Background

Cross-border conflicts can often be difficult
to predict. Even in cases where the countries
involved share a well-known and long running
dispute, for a variety of reasons conflicts
may appear to observers to have escalated
with little or no warning. There are many
explanations for observers’ inability to
discern the warning signs of an impending
conflict. For example, the areas in which such
conflicts first erupt are often remote, present
bureaucratic or administrative obstacles, or
have an unstable internal security situation.
Furthermore, indicators that are identified
post-facto as having led to a crisis can often
appear to be innocuous as they are taking
place, as there may be multiple plausible
explanations for an event. Despite these
challenges, predicting the outbreak of border
conflicts is important to many groups focused
on human rights and humanitarian issues.
This handbook offers a method for monitoring
potential disputes to detect early warning
signs of cross-border conflicts using satellite
imagery.

Satellite imagery, with its ability to reliably
monitor remote and otherwise inaccessible
areas over time, provides a way to circumvent
some of the challenges associated with
monitoring border conflicts. Since 1999, the
availability of commercial high-resolution
imagery, along with advances in computing
technology, have made tools which were
previously the sole purview of governments
available to non-governmental actors.
Many organizations now routinely employ
satellite imagery for purposes including
disaster response, monitoring human rights
abuses, crowdsourced mapping, and conflict
monitoring (e.g, Human Rights Watch, Map
Kibera, Harvard Humanitarian Initiative, and
the Red Cross). Using this technology for
conflict early warning, however, has been
relatively unexplored.
In 2013, with funding from the United
States Institute of Peace, the Geospatial
Technologies and Human Rights Project of the
American Association for the Advancement
of Science (AAAS) began the project “Hostile
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Territory: Revealing Trends in Cross-Border
Conflict Using Satellite Imagery” (referred
to as Hostile Territory Project throughout
this document). The goal of this project was
to evaluate the potential of high-resolution
satellite imagery analysis to provide early
warning of cross-border conflict by examining
historical border conflicts as case studies.
Historical imagery of multiple sites in each
conflict was acquired from the archives of
commercial satellite imagery vendors and
analyzed to identify any potential indicators
that were present leading up to the onset of
violence.
Case studies were selected based on four
specific criteria.
1) The dispute must have involved state actors
in conflict over a shared border.
2) It must have occurred after September
1999, when commercial high-resolution
imagery became available.
3) The conflict must have been militarized to
the point where it was likely that it would
be detectable through satellite imagery.
4) Enough historical imagery was available
to ensure that there would be a high
probability of successful analysis.

Based on these criteria, six case studies
were initially selected. As analysis of these
case studies was concluding in spring 2014,
the crisis between Ukraine and Russia over
Crimea occurred. This conflict was added
as a seventh case study assess whether
the lessons learned from the previous case
studies could be applied to an ongoing
border dispute. Case studies were grouped
thematically based on geographic region and
origins of the conflict. Two conflicts involved
post-colonial borders in Africa (Sudan-South
Sudan and Djibouti-Eritrea), while conflicts
between Cambodia-Thailand and IndiaPakistan involved post-colonial borders in
Asia. The final three conflicts have their
origins in the break up of the Soviet Union
(Georgia-Russia, Armenia-Azerbaijan, and
Ukraine-Russia).
Africa
• Sudan and South Sudan (2011-2013)
• Djibouti and Eritrea (2008)
Asia
• Cambodia and Thailand (2008-2011)
• India and Pakistan (2001- 2002)
Former USSR
• Georgia and Russia (2008)
• Armenia and Azerbaijan (2008-2012)
• Ukraine and Russia (2014)
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The results of the analysis of the seven case
studies have been used to create multiple
products, all of which are freely available
on the project website, www.aaas.org/
geotech/borders. An in-depth case study
report details the imagery used and analysis
results for each of the seven case studies.
Another product is a compilation report,
“Hostile Territory: Lessons Learned from
Satellite Imagery of Recent Cross-Border
Conflicts (http://www.aaas.org/geotech/
hostile_territory/),” that summarizes and
compares the case studies. In addition, an
analysis module, “Introduction to Remote
Sensing of Cross Border Conflicts: A Guide
for Analysts (http://www.aaas.org/geotech/
border_module/),” has been made available
for those professionals familiar with the
fundamental concepts of geographic
information systems (GIS) and remote
sensing analysis and who are interested
in applying their expertise to the field of
border studies. This module will prepare
such an expert to understand the major
considerations involved in border conflict
analysis.

This document, “Monitoring Border
Conflicts with Satellite Imagery: A Handbook
for Practitioners (http://www.aaas.org/
geotech/border_handbook/),” is designed
for human rights and humanitarian actors
to provide essential information regarding
the possibilities of using remote sensing
technology to predict border conflicts.
The handbook will provide understanding
of the capabilities of the technology in
documenting border conflicts and provides
details concerning the amount of resources
this analysis requires, in terms of time,
staff expertise, software, and data costs.
It provides an introduction to the type
of satellite imagery that is commercially
available, the process of obtaining it, and
the costs involved. It includes an overview
of the technical requirements, software,
and hardware needed to conduct this type
of analysis. In addition, this Handbook will
provide a step-by-step description of the
project planning process, from site selection
to report writing. This Handbook also
contains a brief summary of what types of
sites should be monitored and the sorts of
phenomena likely to be observed, which are
presented in more detail in the documents
described above, and which are available on
the AAAS website.
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Satellite Imagery Acquisition
and Processing
Several sources of remotely sensed imagery
are available, ranging from low-resolution
earth observation archives provided by
governmental sources to high-resolution
imagery from commercial vendors. Large
amounts of low-resolution imagery, defined
here as having a spatial resolution less
fine than 15 meters per pixel, are available
through sources such as the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA)
and the European Space Agency (ESA). Such
imagery is free to the public and is routinely
used by a variety of researchers for many
scientific applications. However, the low
spatial resolution of these products renders
them inappropriate for monitoring crossborder conflicts, as they cannot be used to
detect the fine level of ground detail needed
in this type of analysis.
For conflict monitoring, high-resolution
imagery with a pixel size of 5 meters or less
is necessary. Commercial high-resolution
imagery first became available in September
1999, when the Space Imaging Corporation
launched the IKONOS satellite, which has
a spatial resolution of 1 meter per pixel. In
the intervening years, other companies have
launched high-resolution satellites, some with
spatial resolutions as high as .5m per pixel.
The higher the spatial resolution, the greater
the chance that an analyst will be able to
identify smaller, more detailed features, such
as the specific make and model of an aircraft.
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This level of detail is essential for conflict
monitoring, where the movement of vehicles
and other materiel can be key indicators of
impending violence.
Together, the two largest commercial
satellite companies, DigitalGlobe and Airbus
Defense and Space, operate the majority
of the commercially available satellites in
orbit today, although other sensors are
available (e.g., Eros-A and Eros-B, operated
by ImageSat International and Skybox,
recently purchased by Google). Both
companies maintain web sites that allow
users to search archives of imagery collected
based on the date and location of interest
(see appendix for web addresses). Satellite
companies operate for-profit, so imagery
of an area is normally only collected when
specifically ordered. This means that imagery
isn’t continuously collected and gaps exist
in coverage. The imagery is then placed
in the archives and can be resold to other
customers. As a result, the amount of historic
imagery at a specific location can vary widely
from place to place. In general, more imagery
is available of populated areas or locations
that have experienced some sort of upheaval,
such as a natural disaster or conflict, than
in sparsely populated areas that have not
attracted a large amount of attention.
In addition, the number of satellites has
increased over time, so more imagery is
available for more recent events. Commercial
vendors also allow customers to order new
imagery of a given location at a future point
in time (referred to as a “new collect” in the

terminology of the industry). New collects are
more expensive than archival imagery, but
are sometimes necessary to purchase when
other imagery is not available for an area of
interest.
Archival imagery can cost from $10 to $30
per square kilometer, while new collects
are priced between $20-$40 per square
kilometer. Both archived imagery and
new collects are typically ordered from
authorized resellers. These resellers operate
as intermediaries between the satellite
companies and end users. Many stipulate
a minimum order size (e.g., 25 km2) so the
cost of a scene can range from as low as
$250 for a small area, to several thousand
dollars for a new image of a larger area. Site
locations can be defined for the vendor with
a shapefile, a map document format, or with
the center point coordinates and the radius
to encompass the area of interest. Depending
on the vendor and delivery method, it may
take up to several weeks for the imagery to
be delivered, a concern that must be factored
into timelines for analysis projects.
Most imagery can be provided via FTP server,
although other delivery options exist for
areas of lower internet bandwidth, such as
sending a portable storage device via postal
mail. High-resolution images are large files,
often 1 gigabyte or larger, so bandwidth
can be a concern when downloading
imagery. Many resellers offer data products
with processes such as pan-sharpening,
georeferencing, and orthorectification already

applied, but many analysts prefer to perform
these functions themselves. Pan-sharpening
involves combining multi-spectral and
pan-chromatic bands from a single sensor to
maximize the spatial resolution of the image.
Georeferencing and orthorectification are
both designed to better align images with
their correct geographic location. Depending
on the size of the image, and the power of
the computer being used, these functions
can take between 10 minutes and several
hours to perform, and should be factored
into analysis timelines. In depth descriptions
of the processes used in this analysis are
provided in the analysis module “Introduction
to Remote Sensing of Cross Border Conflicts:
A Guide for Analysts (http://www.aaas.org/
geotech/border_module/),”
Analysis of satellite imagery requires
specialized software. There are several
commercially available software packages,
such as ERDAS Imagine, Excelis ENVI, and
ArcGIS, as well as open-source software, such
as QGIS, that are capable of opening and
analyzing the imagery. These programs share
many of the same features, but there are
some processes, algorithms, and functions
that are unique to each. It is necessary to
assess what functions are needed for a
given project before software acquisition, as
licenses for these programs can cost from
hundreds to thousands of dollars per year.
In addition, a trained analyst is needed to
operate them, as well as a relatively new
computer.
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FIGURE 1: Build up of forces. On 11 December 2013 (top), a military base outside of Belgorod
is nearly deserted. By 22 March 2014 (middle), hundreds of combat and support vehicles are
present. On 26 March 2014 (bottom), further reinforcements have arrived). Images ©2014,
DigitalGlobe, NextView License | Analysis AAAS. Coordinates: 50.65 N, 36.52 E.
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Site prioritization

Military Mobilization

As many organizations operate with limited
resources, prioritizing the locations where
imagery will be acquired is paramount. First,
a list of potential sites should be created and
their locations mapped. This list may include
military bases, key infrastructure, civilian
population centers, and border crossings.
These sites may already be known from
past projects, but can also be identified
through media reports, academic journal
articles, conflict databases, military analysis
published by defense consultancies such
as GlobalSecurity.org, and open source
mapping sites (such as Wikimapia and
OpenStreetMap).

Three of the conflicts (India-Pakistan,
Georgia-Russia, and Ukraine-Russia)
involved an existential threat to at least one
combatant’s national security. Though there
were no existential threats to either state,
the war between Sudan and South Sudan
was extremely violent, involving thousands
of troops engaged in multiple areas. In these
four studies, the military mobilization was
large enough to be easily observed through
satellite imagery. For instance, vehicles and
artillery in both India and Pakistan were
removed from military depots as troops and
materiel were deployed to the front line.
In the case of the conflict between Georgia
and Russia, analysis was inhibited by a lack
of timely imagery, but it was still possible to
observe equipment removed from Georgian
bases, as well as Russian tanks around the
Roki Tunnel (that connects North and South
Ossetia). More imagery was available to
study the Crimean crisis, due in large part
to the conflict occurring in 2014. In that
case study, it was possible to observe large
formations of Russian tanks, artillery, and
logistics vehicles massing near the Ukrainian
border. This demonstration of force was a
clear indicator that the conflict would likely
escalate (Figure 1).

The Hostile Territory Project revealed that
border disputes can differ drastically in their
scale, intensity, and physical manifestations.
These manifestations will be a function of
local variables and geopolitical context.
Specific factors such as the cause of
the conflict, the military strength of the
combatants, and the political importance of
the border region can all shape the trajectory
of a border dispute. As a result, it is not
possible to create a definitive set of criteria
for ranking of potential sites. However, by
examining seven representative case studies,
a set of guidelines was established.
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FIGURE 2: Displays of force as a sign of
conflict early warning. Clockwise from top
left, at Halwara Air Force Base: A Sukhoi
Su-30 MKI (bottom arrow), India’s most
advanced jet fighter, takes off from runway
31 at Halwara AFS, casting a visible shadow
on the ground (top arrow); two Su-30MKIs
parked near aircraft shelters at Halwara
AFS; Indian Air Force MiG-23 BNs parked
near hangars at Halwara AFS. Images
Digital Globe | Analysis AAAS. Coordinates:
30.75 N, 75.63 E.
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FIGURE 3: Aircraft at Kadugli Airbase. On 21
January 2011 (A), an Antonov (red box) is
present as are six Mil Mi-8 helicopters (blue
boxes). On 2 April 2011 (B), the Antonov has
been removed. Six Mil-Mi-8 helicopters are
present, all but one (yellow box) with
identical rotor configurations as in image A.
By 16 November 2011, just one Mil-Mi-8
(blue box) is present. One Mi-26 heavy
transport helicopter (purple box) is also
present. Images DigitalGlobe | Analysis
AAAS. Coordinates 11.1403 N, 29.6990 E.
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FIGURE 4: Infrastructure development in border region. New construction has taken place
along the border region of Djibouti and Eritrea between December 2007 and April 2008.
Images DigitalGlobe | Analysis AAAS. Coordinates 12.727 N, 43.098 E.
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Shows of force

Construction of Infrastructure

A show of force was also observed in India,
where several SU-30MKI fighter jets were
observed at the Halwara Air Force Base near
the Pakistani border. The aircraft represented
the latest in Indian military technology, as
the first squadron only became operational
on 27 September 2002, three days before
the image was captured. The squadron was
reportedly based at the Pune airbase on the
southwestern coast, so its observed presence
near the border demonstrated that India
was deploying its most advanced weapons
systems to the area (Figure 2).

In conflicts that involve less sophisticated
militaries in relatively undeveloped border
areas, the construction of new infrastructure
near the border may be observed. In the
case of Eritrea and Djibouti, for example,
new roads were constructed leading from
the Eritran side of the border to the disputed
area of Ras Doumeira. Imagery showed that
the roads had been under construction for
several months before the conflict. Prior to
the construction, no modern roads existed
in this area of Eritrea and so road building
was important for facilitating the movement
of troops and materiel to the disputed area
(Figure 4).

Though it proved successful in the analysis
of India and Pakistan, in general, attempting
to monitor aircraft at military bases generally
yields fewer observations than monitoring
ground vehicle depots. Since aircraft may be
in use at any given time, a large amount of
imagery is required to determine if changes in
the number of aircraft observed are a result
of changes in their deployment as opposed
to aircraft simply being in use at the image
acquisition time. For instance, at Kadugli
Airbase, Sudan, no conclusions could be
drawn from changes in the number of aircraft
present (Figure 3). However, with more
frequent imagery, it may have been possible
to establish the number of aircraft stationed
at the base and observe their deployment. It
should be noted that
many modern militaries store aircraft in
covered and hardened hangers, making
it impossible to accurately assess
the number of aircraft present at any
given time.

In both the Sudan-South Sudan and
Cambodia-Thailand conflicts, new
infrastructure was built concurrently with
the disputes. The Cambodia and Thailand
conflict was somewhat unusual in that the
contested area was relatively small, just a few
square kilometers around the historic Preah
Vihear Temple. Though the temple is located
in Cambodia, prior to the conflict it was only
accessible to tourists through Thailand. The
construction of roads to the temple from the
Cambodian side of the border, therefore,
represented a powerful assertion of control
of the border by the Cambodian government.
In addition, fighting during this conflict was
largely characterized by small skirmishes
between patrols. Over the course of the
dispute, both countries constructed roads
leading into the contested area. In addition
to being a tangible assertion of control of
the border region, improved access to the
area may have also increased the chances of
patrols encountering each other (Figure 5).
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FIGURE 5: Construction of roads to assert
control. Preah Vihear Temple, Cambodia:
Between 22 July 2008 (A) and 13 November
2008 (B), a new road leading west was
constructed on the south face of Phu Makua
Hill. By 24 April 2009 (C), the road was
extended north and a second road, parallel to
the first, was constructed. By 26 October 2009
(D), the first road was extended further north
and a third road leading south from Thailand
was observed. By 13 November 2010 (E),
the road from Thailand had been extended
south. Images DigitalGlobe | Analysis
AAAS. Coordinates 14.4039 S, 104.654 E.
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FIGURE 6: Infrastructure improvements as a
conflict warning sign. Between
2 February 2011 (A) and 4 January 2012 (B),
the runway was extended and straightened
(red arrow), an earthworks barrier was
constructed around it (blue arrow), and
a nearby compound was cleared (orange
arrow). By 18 December 2012, (C) the
runway was paved (red arrow), a second,
smaller runway and apron were constructed
(yellow arrow), support structures were
added to the nearby compound (orange
arrow), and a military compound was added
(green box). Images DigitalGlobe | Analysis
AAAS. Coordinates 10.6231 N, 30.3970 E.
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FIGURE 7: Damage to civilian structures
during conflict. In Abyei, between
16 February 2011 (A) and 27 May 2011
(B), multiple structures were burned
(Red arrows) 7 tanks, (green boxes),
3 artillery pieces (red boxes), and
3 trailers hauling military vehicles
(yellow box) were observed in close
proximity to the burned structures.
Images DigitalGlobe | Analysis
AAAS. Coordinates 9.5896 N,
28.4364 E.
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In the case of Sudan and South Sudan, the
largest amount of infrastructure construction
observed was located around the Sudanese
town of Talodi, which is situated less than
60km from the border. There, the dirt
airstrip was lengthened and paved (Figure 6).
Multiple fortified camps were also erected
next to roads leading into the town and
around the airport. In addition, a dam was
constructed just to the west of the town. The
creation of a dam and fortifications, and the
improvement to the airfield, represented a
tangible investment in the security of Talodi
as well as its connection to the rest of Sudan.
Though construction of infrastructure
near a border will often be benign, the
analysis does suggest that, given the right
geopolitical circumstances, it can indicate
an increased potential for conflict. If nothing
else, it often indicates an increased interest in
the border region by the government.

Structural Damage
When disputes escalate to the point of open
warfare, damage to civilian structures is
likely. This occurred in the Georgia-Russia,
Sudan-South Sudan, and Cambodia-Thailand
conflicts. In South Ossetia, hundreds of
civilian structures were damaged throughout
the conflict. During the battle for Tskhinvali,
structures throughout the city were
destroyed. Following the Georgian withdrawal
from South Ossetia, ethnic Georgian villages
were clearly targeted. Damage to civilian
structures resulting from the CambodiaThailand dispute appeared less targeted. A
market near the temple burned down early
in the conflict and there were some reports

of cluster munitions striking near the Thai
village of Phrum Srol, but widespread damage
of civilian structures was not observed. This is
in contrast to the conflict between Sudan and
South Sudan, where targeting civilians has
long been a key component of the conflict.
In that conflict, large numbers of civilian
structures were destroyed in the towns of
Abyei and Heglig. In some instances, military
vehicles were observed in close proximity to
the destroyed structures (Figure 7).

Imaging the border
In both the Sudan-South Sudan and IndiaPakistan case studies, imagery of areas
along the disputed border was acquired and
analyzed. For Sudan and South Sudan, the
utility of these images was limited by the
fact that much of the conflict actually took
place away from the border. As a result, the
images would only have led to interesting
observations if they were captured at the
exact moment when troops were crossing.
In India and Pakistan, the border is very long
and both militaries are sophisticated enough
to disguise troop positions. As a result, finding
and monitoring specific troop positions in
the field proved far too time consuming and
required too much imagery to be a viable
analysis strategy.
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Summary

Analysis Process

These examples are a representative subset
of the types of phenomena documented in
the seven case studies. Major observations
included the movement of military
equipment, the creation of infrastructure,
and the destruction civilian structures. From
these, a set of site prioritization guidelines
can be developed.

Once sites have been prioritized, the desired
imagery can be acquired and analyzed.
Analysis should be conducted on a site-bysite basis with the most recent image being
visually compared to the next most recent
and the locations of all observations (e.g.,
military equipment, removed materiel,
or destroyed structures) documented in
analysis files. The time needed for each
such comparison will vary with the size and
complexity of the area being analyzed, but
in most cases, a 25km2 area can be analyzed
in 2-4 hours.

• Known military installations should be the
highest priority as they represent the best
opportunity to monitor the movement of
military equipment. Monitoring vehicle
depots is a more feasible strategy than
monitoring aircraft bases, as aircraft can
travel long distances quickly, requiring
more frequent imaging to ascertain their
movements. In addition, identifying specific
military units can aid in assessing the
escalation of a border conflict.
• Monitoring population centers near
the border can reveal the creation of
new civilian infrastructure, which, in
some cases, represents an increase in
government interest in the area. If violence
does erupt, monitoring these centers
allows for the observation of the creation
of new defensive installations, as in the
case of Talodi, as well as the effect of
the conflict on civilians, particularly the
destruction of infrastructure and housing.
• Monitoring the border itself is unlikely to
yield useful observations. If the border is
in a frontier area, seeing troops crossing
the border is improbable. If the border is
militarized, tracking troops in the field is
difficult and requires a prohibitive amount
of imagery for most organizations.
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Automated change detection algorithms
exist, but are largely unsuitable for this type
of analysis. They require extremely precise
image-to-image alignment, which greatly
increases analyst time. They also rarely
provide information on the nature of change,
i.e., the algorithm will identify an area where
change occurred, but an analyst must then
assess the change. In addition, many features
of interest, such as the location of individual
tanks and artillery pieces, are too small to
be reliably monitored through automated
methods. Though it is probable that national
intelligence agencies have developed
automated algorithms and processes for
analysis of the large volumes of imagery
captured by their satellites, visual analysis
remains the most appropriate method for
non-governmental organizations operating
with finite resources.
Using satellite imagery to monitor border
conflicts can be a time consuming and
resource-intensive process. It requires
specialized software, trained analysts, and the
budget to acquire large volumes of imagery.
To maximize resources, it is therefore

necessary that a project select appropriate
sites to monitor. The AAAS Hostile Territories
Project had the most success monitoring
known military bases to discern trends in
the movement of troops and materiel. In
addition, monitoring the locations of key
infrastructure can also, in some instances,
provide a warning that a state is taking a
more active interest in the border. These
strategies require that prior knowledge be
used to identify important sites. However,
once the sites are identified and initial
imagery acquired, it is then relatively
straightforward to continue monitoring them.

Conclusion
Through the project “Hostile Territory:
Revealing Trends in Cross-Border Conflict
Using Satellite Imagery” the Geospatial
Technologies and Human Rights Project of the
American Association for the Advancement
of Science identified phenomena observable
with satellite imagery that can indicate the
escalation of a border dispute. Monitoring
at-risk border areas can provide early
warning to individuals and organizations
that are operating in the affected region.
These indicators include shows of force,
the movement of troops and materiel, the
creation of infrastructure, and the destruction
of civilian housing and infrastructure.

and detailed descriptions of the imagery used
and analysis methods are available in the
following reports:
• Introduction to Remote Sensing of Cross
Border Conflicts: An Analysis Module
• Hostile Territory: A Compilation of Lessons
Learned from Cross-Border Conflicts
• Monitoring Border Conflicts with Satellite
Imagery: Sudan and South Sudan –
2011 – 2012
• Monitoring Border Conflicts with Satellite
Imagery: Djibouti and Eritrea – 2008
• Monitoring Border Conflicts with Satellite
Imagery: Cambodia and Thailand –
2008 - 2011
• Monitoring Border Conflicts with Satellite
Imagery: India and Pakistan – 2001 – 2002
• Monitoring Border Conflicts with Satellite
Imagery: Russia and Georgia – 2008
• Monitoring Border Conflicts with Satellite
Imagery: Armenia and Azerbaijan –
2008 – 2012
• Monitoring Border Conflicts with Satellite
Imagery: Ukraine and Russia – 2014

Using satellite imagery to monitor border
disputes can present technical challenges and
is resource intensive. The guidelines found in
this handbook will help an organization can
to maximize their resources and benefit from
this technique. The full results of the study
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Appendix: Resources
used in the study
Imagery Search Tools
DigitalGlobe ImageFinder:
http://browse.digitalglobe.com/imagefinder
GeoFUSE:
http://geofuse.geoeye.com/landing/Default.
aspx
Airbus Defense and Space GeoStore:
http://www.geo-airbusds.com/geostore/

Conflict Databases
Uppsala conflict encyclopedia:
http://www.ucdp.uu.se/gpdatabase/search.
php
Armed Conflict Database:
https://acd.iiss.org/

Military Guides
USArmy Field Manual FM 5-103:
http://www.globalsecurity.org/military/
library/policy/army/fm/5-103/
OPFOR Worldwide Equipment Guide:
http://fas.org/man/dod-101/sys/land/row/
weg.pdf
GlobalSecurity.org guides:
http://globalsecurity.org
(Subscription required for unrestricted access)
US Army Field Manual FM 3-01.80:
VISUAL AIRCRAFT RECOGNITION
http://fas.org/irp/doddir/army/
fm3-01-80.pdf
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World Wide Aircraft Resources:
http://www.globalsecurity.org/military/
world/links-aircraft.htm
(Subscription required for unrestricted access)
Jane’s fighting ships:
http://www.ihs.com/products/janes/defence/
det-products/fighting-ships.aspx
(Subscription required)
World Warships:
http://www.worldwarships.com/
U.S. Army Field Manual FM 6-50: Tactics,
Techniques, and Procedures for the Field
Artillery Cannon Battery:
http://www.globalsecurity.org/military/
library/policy/army/fm/6-50/index.html
Smith, P.D. and Hetherington, J.G. Blast and
Ballistic Loading of Structures Oxford, UK,
Butterworth-Heinemann, 1994
Maria Luccioni, B., and Luege, M., Concrete
pavement slab under blast loads, Int. J.
Impact Engineering 32(2006) 1248-1266
Krauthammer, T., Explosion Damage
Assesment: First Structural Forensic
Engineering Seminar on Structural Failure
Investigations, Presented at the University of
Toronto (1999).
http://www.engr.psu.edu/cde/Short/MPS_
course/newpage/Exp-Dam-Ass-1.pdf

www.aaas.org/geotech/borders

